SWITCHBOARD CONSTRUCTION NOTES

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
- IP65, 25KA, FORM 2bIH
- FREE STANDING CUBICAL
- 2.5mm THICK MARINE GRADE ALUMINIUM
- SLOPPED SUN SHADE
- WEATHER AND INSECT PROOF VENTILATION LOUVERS (IP54)
- LIFT HINGED DOORS WITH 3 POINT LOCKING
- VANDAL RESISTANT DOOR, ADDITIONAL 30x15mm 4mm ALUMINIUM CHANNEL INSIDE DOOR. HINGE SCREWS TO BE FIXED WITH STAINLESS STEEL SHIM PLATES
- DOOR STAYS
- LEGEND HOLDER
- SELECTLOK SWING HANDLES WITH RECESSED DOOR LOCKS
- LOCKED DOORS TO CITY OF PERTH COP600 AND WESTERN POWER REQUIREMENTS
- ALUMINIUM PLINTH
- BOTTOM CABLE ENTRY
- EXTERNAL FINISH ROLLER PAINTED, DULUX FERRADOR
- 810 COLOUR ST-ENOCH GREY
- INTERNAL FINISH, NATURAL

ALLOW SPACE FOR FUTURE LIGHTING CONTROLLER (100mm HIGH X 200mm WIDE)